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the relevane o Jousse’s work. Even on the seemingly esoteri topi o the 

gospel’s targumi legay, Jousse proved himsel to be astoundingly pre-

sient. To be sure, it is learly understood that nobody will laim today 

that the targumim provide the key to the gospel traditions. e plurality

model will look with skeptiism on single-tradition solutions, inluding 

on the targumi tradition as a single solution. But on one point Jousse 

was quite orret: One we onede Jesus’ Aramai vernaular and ree 

ourselves rom the notion that he was using the so-alled Old Testament 

as his Bible, we are bound to ask deeper questions, and are inesapably 

onronted with the targumi issue. Irrespetive o the partiularities o 

Jousse’s targumi thesis, to have made the targumim a major issue must 

rank among his most remarkable ahievements.

Epilogue

e purpose o this book has been to provide a general introdution to 

the oeuvre o Marel Jousse by expliating, ritially assessing, and ur-

ther developing his major ideas. It is entirely in Jousse’s spirit that his 

thinking is making unommon demands on its readers. Likewise, inso-

muh as his theses reeived muh ritiism, e Forgotten Compass is 

likely to provoke its share o ritial responses. A prinipal point o riti-

ism ould well be that Jousse’s work represents one o the earliest and 

most onspiuous artiulations o what ame to be alled by its ritis the 

Great Divide. Critis saw Jousse as plaing a wedge—a great divide—

between orality and textuality.

When beginning in the s biblial sholarship was taking the 

rst tentative steps toward an ethnographially and media-based re-

ognition o oral style and oral dynamis, the single most pronouned 

reation was lament over the awed oneption o the Great Divide. e 

argument that the notion o the Great Divide was awed asserted that a 

lean dierentiation between the oral medium and the sribal medium 

missed the point that in linguisti atuality the two media operated syn-

ergistially and in oexistene. Pitting orality against textuality, it was 

objeted, ailed to ome to terms with the media realities on the ground. 

Was it not one o the lessons o the media history o antiquity (as well as 

o many other periods) that oral and sribal dynamis were overlapping 

. Rodriguez, “Great Divide.”
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and interaing realities? Do we not time and again observe media loked 

in onit over laims to ultural supremay?

A major problem with this objetion to the Great Divide is that it 

alls short o a ull understanding o the disipline o media studies, and 

in turn reets a limited grasp o ommuniations history. How realis-

ti is the harge that orality theorists, in an exlusive ous on the Great 

Divide, were ignorant o or uninterested in oming to terms with the 

interonnetedness o ommuniations media? I would suggest that the 

notion o orality studies privileging an absolute media dihotomy to the 

exlusion o media interations represents a redutionist perspetive on 

reent work on the theory and pratie o media eology. In a sense, the 

ritis’ single-minded attention to what they hoose to all the Great Di-

vide has magnied the media gap. 

Consider the work o the experts who have spearheaded the elds 

o orality, sribality and media eology. Suh distinguished sholars 

as MLuhan and Ong, Parry and Lord, and Havelok and Foley, have 

greatly enrihed the disipline o ultural history by illuminating in un-

preedented ashion media interations, usions, and onits. All six o 

them an justly be alled experts in omparative media eology. But they 

were able to aomplish their work preisely by developing and operating 

with a oneptual model o distintive media identities. e same an be 

said o Jousse. He illustrated how oral proesses and bookish algebrosis 

were loked in a dialetial but in the end onitual relationship, whih 

showed again and again how the literary ivilization ame to override, 

suppress, and elipse oral attributes and values. 

To be sure, onit is by no means the only relation that orality and 

sribality are involved in. But it is a dening relationship. How else an 

one grasp intermediality unless one has a developed sense o the noetis 

and psyhodynamis o orality vis-à-vis that o the tehnology o writing 

and textuality? Without ritially diserning whih media are at work, 

and without preisely dening separate media, it is nearly impossible to 

detet media interdependenies, to explain media interations, and, in 

short, to know the lie o media ativities. is was one o the main prob-

lems onronting the orm ritis: Displaying no interest in lassiying 

dierenes between oral proesses and sribal proesses, they proeeded 

to derive what they alled the orms o speeh straight out o textuality. I 

suggest that Jousse’s oeuvre in its integrated totality demonstrates that oral 

ulture and the interation o oral with hirographi/typographi media 

are part and parel o a single ommuniations paradigm. eoretially 
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and in media atuality, one does not exist without the other. By reusing 

to aknowledge spei media attributes, however, objetors to the Great 

Divide run the risk o taking us bak to Bultmann’s assumption that di-

erentiating between the oral and the textual is irrelevant.

Jousse’s thesis hallenges the onventions o biblial sholarship. 

Readers o this volume are given ample opportunity to observe his relent-

less polemi vis-à-vis a sholarly approah in whih written and by exten-

sion printed textuality serve as the paradigm or exegesis, hermeneutis, 

and biblial theology. e language Jousse employed to astigate biblial 

sholarship’s overondene in words-in-spae is harshly ritial and so 

annot esape readers’ attention. Obviously, more is involved in meeting 

this hallenge than merely modiying or orreting the onventional tex-

tual model. Matters that biblial exegetes have long assumed to be settled 

(thereore requiring no more ritial reetion) beome unsettled and 

are open to question when Jousse’s work is taken seriously. Authorship 

and editorship, tradition and omposition, reading and writing, memory 

and imagination, ognition and logi—entral tropes o the Western in-

telletual history—are all aeted by the Joussean model. Impliated also 

are more spei linguisti terms, suh as edition and recension, variants

and the original version, publication and literary sources. Whether one 

takes the impliations o Jousse’s work as broadly theoretial or more nar-

rowly tehnial, on Joussean terms a whole apparatus o nomenlature 

appears misapplied and ill-suited to dealing with the ommuniations 

realities o anient Near Eastern ultures.

Jousse was ully ognizant that the suess o his novel paradigm 

depended in no small measure on a pertinent nomenlature—hene his 

dissatisation with the time-honored terminology, and his preoupa-

tion with a oneptualization o neologisms. It ould be argued that even 

the onepts o text and textuality, oundational tropes o sholarship in 

the wake o Gutenberg, are problemati in light o Jousse’s ritiism, sine

they are loaded with assumptions derived rom modern literary ritiism 

and print tehnology. Jousse’s own designation o les textes uids, while 

insightul and inventive, is not entirely satisatory either, beause it re-

ers to the oral disposition o sribal materials while holding on to their 

textual designation. Perhaps when dealing with the pre-Gutenberg his-

tory we should relinquish the designation o text altogether and instead 

beome austomed to using terms suh as manuscript and scribality, 

chirography and scriptography, scriptum and scripta—all designations 

that denote the ra o handwriting.
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Given the single-minded, driving purpose o Jousse’s mode o ar-

gumentation, one may well all his paradigm a strong thesis. ere are 

drawbaks to strong theses beause they are suseptible to potential blind 

spots. ey are partiularly prone to sreening out what is deemed un-

suitable or sustaining the master thesis. And yet, strong theses are oen 

neessary beause they break new theoretial ground and reate thinking 

spae. ere is no getting around the at that Jousse has presented us 

with a strong alternative model that enourages us to rethink the herme-

neutial landsape o biblial studies and to reset media priorities.

One annot do ull justie to Jousse’s work without aknowledging 

his entral interest in reovering lost sensibilities. e ombination o 

a strong thesis with sensitivity to dimensions o ommuniation that 

have oen been overlooked or suppressed makes his work exeptionally 

worthy o attention. Indierene to the vast range o sensory modalities 

has beome the norm in aademi biblial sholarship to suh an extent 

that their absene is hardly even palpable. We have lost onsiousness o 

how redutionist and narrowly text bound the hermeneutial ramework

has beome in whih exegesis is onduted and thinking takes plae. In 

making the human sensorium a entral issue o his paradigm, Jousse 

relaimed sense pereptions that had been gradually but persistently 

marginalized over the ourse o Western intelletual history. One again, 

algebrization or algebrosis, the ategories Jousse had singled out or spe-

ial ritiism, provide the neessary explanatory ontext. From Jousse’s 

point o view, the invention o the alphabet, aelerated by the expansion 

o writing systems, and reahing a ulmination with the spread o print 

tehnologies, exated the heavy prie o sensory deprivation by eeting 

a growing disonnet rom the oral-memorial-sensory matrix o human 

ulture.

One the print Bible was established, interpreters were destined to 

derive meaning rom its tehnologially onstruted textuality, inreas-

ingly disounting the opious realm o sensibilities. Over and against a 

major proportion o anient and medieval ommuniation theories and 

praties, the inuene o the Reormers resulted, gradually, and not-

withstanding their onern or the living Word o Sripture, in reduing 

the threeold or ourold sense o Sripture to the one: the literal or his-

torial sense. In the wake o the Reormation, a large part o the human 

sensorium, along with memory, was marginalized and virtually elimi-

nated rom Protestant biblial exegesis, while by the twentieth entury 

Catholi exegesis was well on the way toward very similar developments. 
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Indeed, the olletive amnesia o biblial sholarship with respet to the 

work o Marel Jousse is itsel a measure o the redutionist hermeneutis 

in biblial interpretation. Inreasingly, and dramatially so aer Guten-

berg, texts ame to onjure up the systematially organized printed page, 

private-silent reading, and literary ompetene. Although not a media 

riti in the modern sense, Jousse was autely sensitive to these ultural 

developments. Unlike very ew in his lietime, he sueeded in artiulat-

ing the media algebrosis, and unlike anyone at the time, he managed to 

orge a substantial alternative model. 

Against the bakdrop o a millennial hirographi media his-

tory and ve enturies o typographially enored thinking proesses, 

Jousse’s paradigm is omprehensible as the reovery o lost sensibilities. 

In the ae o a dominant sholarly propensity to treat texts as the one 

medium through whih other senses must be interpreted, Jousse argued 

that voie and reitation, rhythm and gesture, memory and perormane, 

sound and verbomotori style were harateristi o the biblial tradi-

tions and provided the appropriate means or reativating them. All these 

operations o verbalization and remembering were, in his view, somati-

ally rooted, and olletively represented a whole set o sensory values. 

It was his lielong onvition that there was no ognitive pereption 

without a grounding in sensory pereption. Last and not least, Jousse’s 

sensory rehabilitation o biblial exegesis losely attahed itsel to the sa-

red. Partiularly noteworthy in this regard is his oral-memorial-sensory 

interpretation o the ritual o Mass as an oral-memorial repristination o 

an anient Palestinian mimodrama. All in all, Jousse’s redisovery o lost 

sensibilities is in urgent need o a theologial appropriation. 

I it is objeted that Jousse’s interests were single-mindedly oused 

on the oral and oral-style medium while or us biblial traditions are

primarily aessible in the textual medium, I wish to alert readers to the 

at that the ontributors to this volume have amply demonstrated the 

appliability o Joussean priniples to biblial and other anient texts.

But we need be mindul that in the wake o Jousse, oral-sribal priorities 

are being reversed. Whereas by the long-standing onventions o biblial 

hermeneutis, orality tends to be anteedent and subordinate to texts, in 

Joussean thinking, biblial texts were derived rom, dependent on, and 

operating in the servie o oral sensibilities. 

Let me, at the end, return to the beginning, and bring this volume 

to a lose by raming it with one o Jousse’s avorite designs: the lamp-

word mehanism. I onlude with his aphorism that is plaed at the head 
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o the book’s rst hapter: “I am teahing you to nd what I have ound 

mysel to be unable to nd.” Aordingly, it was not Jousse’s intention 

to reate an aademi shool o aithul ollowers. Rather, his intention 

(and ultimately the purpose o this book) is to allow Jousse’s model to 

impat our thinking about gospels and biblial traditions in the interest 

o beoming more deeply reetive about the biblial disipline, and to 

extend his insights, in whatever revised or modied orm, to our work in 

the urrent digital media revolution. 
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